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Abstract 

The present study deals with the mechanical properties of structured reactors/heat exchangers, for high temperature heat storage 
via the cobalt oxide cyclic redox scheme. Two different structures (i.e. honeycomb and perforated block) and two different 
compositions (i.e. 100% cobalt oxide and 90 wt% cobalt oxide – 10 wt% aluminium oxide) were evaluated. During thermal 
cycling in the range of 800-1000oC, different loads were applied to the samples while monitoring their length variation. The 
integrity of the samples was assessed after every cycle. It was found that mechanical strength was substantially improved upon 
addition of 10 wt% aluminium oxide. The cobalt oxide/alumina composite presented lower maximal expansion during cycling 
and exhibited higher integrity, already after one thermal cycle.  
Another important result is that, for both the honeycomb and the perforated block, the load decreases the over-all sample net 
expansion. Moreover, the perforated block exhibited lower expansion and better mechanical strength as compared to the 
honeycomb. Due to the better chemical performance expected to be achieved by the honeycomb structure, a compromise between 
these two structures has to be chosen (e.g. honeycomb structure with thicker walls). The results are used for building a 
thermochemical storage system prototype, implemented for the first time in an existing concentrated solar power facility (STJ). 
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1. Introduction 

The efficient storage of solar energy is a quite challenging issue. At present, several commercial systems are 
available storing the heat in its sensible form, using liquid [1,2] or solid storage media [3-6]. The latter is used for 
instance in air-operated solar tower power plants, like the Solar Tower in Jülich (STJ) [7]. During “charging” (on-
sun operation) the hot air coming from the receiver is transferred to a ceramic storage assembly, with honeycomb-
like structures, to provide a large heat exchange surface area between air and the solid storage medium [6,8]. During 
“discharging” (off-sun) operation the air flow is reversed: “cold” air passes through the storage medium and is 
heated up to a targeted temperature range before flowing to the power block. 

The energy stored in this system, can be substantially increased by replacing the storage material with a material 
having a similar structure, but able to also participate in a reversible chemical reaction in the temperature range of 
interest. In this way, not only the sensible but also the chemical heat (of reaction) will be stored and released upon 
demand. This could offer higher energy density and possibility of storing the heat at higher temperature for longer 
periods. Several recent studies [9,10] deal with thermochemical heat storage, with the active material typically being 
incorporated in powder formulation. In this study, redox active (i.e. cobalt oxide based) material formulated as 
structured bodies will be analyzed. 

To explore this concept, monolithic bodies made of a reactive material were prepared and the proof-of-concept 
feasibility was verified [11]. One of the key points of this system is the structural stability of the system [12]. For 
this reason, this paper focuses on the thermo-mechanical behavior of structured samples, when applying a load 
during their thermal/redox cycling. The results are used for the design and implementation of a thermochemical 
storage system prototype, to be implemented for the first time in an existing solar facility (STJ). 

2. Reactive material shape 

Two different monolithic bodies are considered in this study: a cylindrical block with few cylindrical holes 
passing through it (perforated block Fig. 1a), and a honeycomb structure with square channels (Fig. 1b). Both 
samples are cylindrical (about 3cm diameter and 3cm height). The perforated block, prepared with the aid of an in-
house built hydraulic press, already described in [13] comprises of 12 holes, each with a diameter of 2mm. The 
honeycombs, prepared with the aid of a laboratory scale piston extruder from ECT GmbH, were calcined under air 
at 800°C for 2 hours. The calcined bodies had a cell density of 82 cells per square inch (cpsi), corresponding to a 
wall thickness of 0.67 mm and a hole dimension of 2.3mm. Relevant details on the sources of raw powders and the 
preparation of mixtures for extrusion are provided in another work [14].   

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Reactive material structured as (a) perforated block and (b) honeycomb. 

3. Load tests 

3.1. Experimental set-up 

In order to evaluate the mechanical strength of the system, the samples were thermally cycled under mechanical 
loading, while applying variable loads. The experimental set-up allows to apply a load on the structured sample 
while subjected to thermal cycling. At the same time, potential dimensional changes are continuously recorded.  
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The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. A ceramic plate located on the upper side of the sample allows a 
uniform distribution of the applied load. A constant pressure is applied on the top of this plate via a load-controlled 
testing machine. Relative position changes of the ceramic plate are recorded by means of an inductive extensometer. 
The dilatometry system is introduced into a HF furnace equipped with a SiC susceptor tube. Due to the experimental 
set-up, and in particular to the weight of the aluminum oxide plate placed above the sample, it is not possible to test 
loads lower than 8.6 kPa.  

 

 
Fig. 2:  Experimental set-up for load experiments. 

 
The load to be applied during the experiments performed was chosen by considering the scaling up (i.e. system 

comprising of an assembly of such structured bodies). The prototype which will be installed in the STJ will 
comprise 500kg reactive material, shaped as a parallelepiped, with square base. The lower base of the storage 
(support surface) has to withstand the maximal load corresponding to the weight of the total material. The maximal 
load depends on the dimension of the support surface, which depends on the reactor shape and on the total volume 
of the reactor. Three reactor shapes are considered: cubic (H=L=W), slim (H=2L=2W) and flat (2H=L=W). The 
total volume of the reactor depends on the bulk density. The perforated block shape (Fig. 1 a) has higher density 
compared to the honeycomb structure. This leads to a more compact storage system, corresponding to a smaller 
support surface. The maximum load, expected on this surface, is therefore higher. 

Considering these maximal force, the loads to be applied to the small sample were calculated (Tab. 1).  
 

Tab. 1: Load applied to the reactor base, depending on the material structure and the reactor shape 

 perforated block honeycomb 

Prototype to be 
installed in STJ 

VTot   (m³) 0.18 0.51 
Shape L=2H L=H 2L=H L=2H L=H 2L=H 
L (m) 0.71 0.56 0.45 1.01 0.80 0.63 

Load (g/cm²) 99 158 250 49 78 124 
Small scale 
experiment 

Applied load (kPa) 9.7 15.5 24.5 4.8 7.7 12.2 

  
During the tests, the samples were cycled between 800 and 1000°C. The evaluation was initiated by applying the 

lowest load while the sample was heated up to 1000°C (10°C/min heating rate). The temperature was kept constant 
for 1h. Afterwards, the sample was cooled down (10°C/min cooling rate) in order to visually assess its integrity. The 
second (higher) load was then applied and the same procedure was repeated. 
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3.2. Results: perforated block 

The results for a perforated block made of 90/10 wt% cobalt oxide/aluminina composite are shown in Fig. 3. The 
dotted line shows the length change while applying the smallest load shown in Tab.1 (9.7 kPa). First the sample 
contracts (negative length change) due to the applied pressure. Afterwards, a slight expansion can be observed, most 
likely attributed to only-thermal effect. Once the reaction temperature is reached (about 900°C), the sample expands 
abruptly. The same behavior was shown in relevant literature studies [15,16] and was identified as thermal and 
chemical expansion. The maximal expansion at this stage was 0.8%. After this peak, the sample started to contract, 
although the temperature was still increasing, probably due to the applied load. A slight contraction continues during 
dwell time. When the temperature decreases, the sample contracts again abruptly. A slight change in the slope is 
visible, when crossing the redox reaction equilibrium temperature. The total contraction is about 0.5% of the initial 
length. This means that after the cycle, the sample shows a net expansion of about 0.3%.  

A parallel study, focused on chemical and mechanical properties of cobalt oxide pellets [17], showed an increase 
of specimens’ porosity and a shift to higher mean pore values after cycling. This explains the residual expansion of a 
cobalt oxide sample. 

The sample length changes with a similar trend while applying higher loads (dashed and continuous lines in Fig. 
3). Although the sample expansion is not strongly influenced by the applied load, the contraction becomes more 
pronounced for higher loads. As an effect of this, the net expansion disappears or becomes negative (net contraction) 
for higher loads. It is possible that the observed lower expansion in the vertical direction was compensated by a 
respective one in the lateral direction of the sample, however the setup employed here did not have the ability to 
verify such a phenomenon.  
 

Fig. 3: Length change during a thermal cycle, applying different loads for perforated block made of 90% cobalt oxide - 10% aluminium oxide 
 
Although some limited cracking became visible during the experiment (Fig. 4 a), the sample retained its macro-

structural stability for the 3 step-load-increase cycles performed. 
During the last cycle, after the end of the continuous line, an increasing load (up to 280kPa) was applied to the 

hot sample, in order to have information on the breakage pattern. As visible from Fig. 4 b, even when the sample 
broke, no detrimental collapse of its macro-structure was identified. Only a vertical slice was detached from the 
sample. 
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Fig. 4: Perforated block sample (a) after 3 cycles with the loads shown in Tab. 1 and (b) after the application of a much higher load 

 

3.3. Results: honeycomb 

The same experiments were carried out with the honeycomb structure (Fig. 1 b), having the same composition as 
the perforated block (90/10 wt% cobalt oxide/aluminina). As mentioned above, the lowest load applicable was 
8.6 kPa, therefore (and based on Tab. 1 calculations) only 2 loads (8.6 kPa and 12.2 kPa) were tested and are 
presented in Fig. 5. The dashed line shows the length change by applying the lowest load. The sample contracts at 
the beginning upon heating and while applying the load. The contraction was followed by a first slow expansion 
(thermal-only effect) and subsequently, upon crossing the equilibrium temperature, a pronounced expansion 
occurred (chemical effect/reduction reaction dominated). The maximum expansion at this stage was 2.6%. 
Afterwards, the sample contracted slowly, due to the load, during the dwell time. In the cooling phase, the sample 
contracted initially slowly (thermal-only contraction) and then abruptly, upon occurrence of oxidation. The total 
contraction cannot compensate the previous expansion, leading to a 1.6% net expansion of the sample cf. its initial 
length.  

 
Similar behavior, but with some clear differences, can be observed while applying the higher load (solid line in 

Fig. 5). The first contraction, due to the applied pressure, is visible only during the first cycle (low load conditions 
described above). When the same sample undergoes the second cycle (i.e. higher load), the length remains 
essentially constant until thermal expansion begins (at about 600°C). The higher load leads to a less profound 
expansion. The contraction during dwell and cooling phase follows an identical pattern with the respective one 
under low load conditions. As a result, the net expansion was measured to be much lower (0.85%) for this higher 
load.  

 
 

Fig. 5: Length change during a thermal cycle, applying different loads for a honeycomb made of 90% cobalt oxide - 10% aluminium oxide 
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An identical honeycomb structure, with a different composition (pure cobalt oxide), was also evaluated, under the 

same operating conditions. Fig. 6 compares the results of the particular sample with the ones of the 90/10 wt% 
composite honeycomb for the lowest load applied (8.6 kPa). 

With the exception of an initial contraction while the sample was still cold, the trend of the length change of the 2 
samples is similar. The maximum expansion (calculated after the first contraction) was 3.5% for the pure cobalt 
oxide sample, cf. 3% for the composite one. At the same way, the thermal contraction was more profound for the 
pure sample, thus leading to almost the same net expansion after the cycle completion. A second important result 
shows the increase on the mechanical strength when adding 10% aluminium oxide to the composition of the sample. 
The honeycomb entirely made of cobalt oxide broke in three parts (Fig. 7 b), during the first cycle (load = 8.6 kPa) 
and was therefore not possible to test it with higher loads. Moreover, while extracting it from the experimental set 
up, it broke in several pieces. On the other hand, the composite sample sustained both loads (Fig. 7a), thus 
maintaining its macro-structural integrity, despite the appearance of a vertical crack in the sample. The same result 
was observed in a parallel study [14]. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Honeycomb samples made of (a) 90 wt% cobalt oxide – 10 wt% alumina and (b) 100 wt% cobalt oxide after testing 

 

3.4. Comparison 

Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the length change of the two composite structures (honeycomb vs 
perforated block) when applying a similar load. The denser structure (perforated block) exhibited a maximal 

 
Fig. 6: Length change during a thermal cycle, for 8.6 kPa load for two honeycomb made respectively of 90% cobalt oxide - 10% aluminium 

oxide (dashed lines) and 100% cobalt oxide (continuous lines) 
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expansion which was 2.5 times smaller, compared to the honeycomb formulation (0.7% and 1.7% of the initial 
length respectively).  

The most important difference between the samples was their mechanical stability, as it has to be expected. The 
perforated block structure was still integer after testing and it was probably able to stand many more cycles without 
breaking. The honeycomb structure, despite not broken into pieces, obtained a vertical crack after testing. 
 

Fig. 8: Length change during a thermal cycle for the honeycomb sample (dashed lines) and for the perforated block (continuous lines) 
 
Despite its lower mechanical strength, the honeycomb structure is expected to exhibit better characteristics 

regarding heat and mass transfer: a higher specific surface (i.e. higher gas-solid contact area) can in-principle 
improve the heat transfer between the gas and the solid while thinner walls allow better oxygen transfer through the 
material. Indeed, based on relevant multi-cyclic experimental campaigns related to cyclic redox performance 
assessment of the particular structures (i.e. measurements of oxygen released/consumed upon cyclic 
reduction/oxidation) not shown here for brevity, it was identified that the honeycomb composite showed a 
normalized redox performance (i.e. mol O2/g Co3O4) that was approximately 50% of the maximum (i.e. 
corresponding to full reduction/oxidation) one. The redox performance remained essentially constant, with no 
apparent degradation phenomena identified, in the course of 112 cycles. On the other hand, the perforated block 
structure was subjected to 59 redox cycles and its average redox performance was measured at only 22% of the 
maximum theoretical value. Moreover, a cycle-to-cycle degradation on the order of 40% was identified when 
comparing redox activities achieved during the first 5 versus the last 5 cycles. 

Naturally, if a structure combining better structural stability with an as low-as-possible loss of redox performance 
is to be pursued, a honeycomb with thicker walls than the one employed here could be an in-principle suitable 
option. Such an example is provided in Fig. 9. The particular structure has a wall thickness of 1.4 mm and a cell 
density of 46 cpsi. The particular structure is currently being evaluated in terms of both its redox performance and 
macro-structural/thermo-mechanical stability under variable load conditions. 

 

Fig. 9: Honeycomb with thicker walls  in order to achieve improved thermo-mechanical stability 
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4. Reactor design 

The chosen structure of reactive material (shown in Fig. 9) will be tested in the prototype reactor shown in Fig. 
10 a. This prototype will be installed and tested in STJ. The storage module is divided into two, identical reactor 
chambers, which can work separately. This translates to a number of advantages. For example, it halve the load of 
the reactive material in the support base, it allows working under half load, when not enough energy is available, 
and it allows working with different conditions in the 2 chambers. In addition, the presence of 2 separate gas inlets 
guarantees a better uniformity of the gas velocity inside the reactor and lower pressure drop. 

The reactive core is formed by honeycomb bricks, showing the same structure of the one in Fig. 9, but having 
cubical shape of about 10cm side length. The cubical bricks are stacked one upon the other to form the two reactive 
parts, which occupy the center of the chambers.  

The cubical shape of the whole reactive core was chosen in a parallel study, where a CFD model was developed 
to define the optimal shape and the operating conditions. The gas, entering from the top of the reactor (1 in Fig. 10), 
flows through a conical inlet (2), which guarantees a more uniform air distribution before it comes in contact with 
the reactive material. Some empty space is left above the reactive material, in order to leave the material free of 
expanding. As the reactors are designed vertically symmetric, there is effectively no difference for the direction of 
streaming.  
 

Fig. 10: Schematic of the prototype reactor which will be installed in the STJ (a) total reactor (sectional view); (b) reactive material block and 
grid structure 

 
   The reactive material is made of several cubical honeycomb bricks, stacked together to form 2 big cubical 

reactive block (3). Each reactive block (one each chamber), having a side of 0.5m, is placed on a grid holding 
structure (Fig. 10 b).  This grid structure, made of high alloyed steel, is very stable and can withstand the weight of 
the honeycombs at operation temperature of 1000 °C. A second grid can be eventually added at half height of the 
reactive material, in order to decrease the load on the lower bricks. The grid is placed on a square metal plate (5), 
connected to the inner housing hull. The honeycombs are fixed horizontally via a small layer of insulation material, 
in the gap between the inner housing (4) and the honeycombs. This also absorbs possible dimension variation during 
the cycling. The inner housing has four feet (6), assembled at the 4 edges. Those are connected to the ground (shown 
here as a steel grating), and fixed there. The reactor chambers are housed with the outer hull (7), which is filled with 
high temperature insulating material. An opening device for the outer housing allows access to the honeycombs, if 
they need replacement or for visual inspection. The outer housing can be easily opened via an adequately large door, 
sealed with a rubber sealing, which can withstand continuous operation at 100 °C. The insulation will keep the outer 
temperature, to a rather low level.  
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5. Conclusion 

The present study analyzed the mechanical properties of two monolithic bodies presenting different structures. A 
variable load was applied on the sample, during thermal cycling. The heating up of the element results in a first 
thermal expansion, up to the reaction temperature, followed by an abrupt chemical expansion. The dwelling and 
cooling down of the sample lead to a first slight contraction (thermal effect), followed by a fast contraction, upon 
occurrence of oxidation. In most of the cases, the contraction was smaller than the expansion, leading to a net 
expansion of the sample. For both the honeycomb and the perforated block, the net expansion was decreased by the 
load.  

An important result shows that the mechanical strength can be improved, by adding 10% aluminium oxide to the 
composition of the sample. In addition, the composite sample exhibits a lower maximal expansion during cycling.  

 The perforated block shows lower expansion than the honeycomb and a better mechanical strength. Despite its 
lower mechanical strength, the honeycomb structure exhibits better characteristics regarding chemical conversion 
and a cycle-to-cycle degradation. In order to combine the 2 effects, a honeycomb with thicker walls than the one 
employed here, is currently being evaluated. 

  
These results combined with the results obtained by a parallel CFD study on the complete reactor optimization, 

leads to the design of the prototype to be installed in the STJ, here presented. The installation of the prototype will 
begin in the near future. 
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